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As the “paint shop in a can”, the traditional Auto-K brand, 
has enjoyed a leading market position for many years. 

As a pioneer in this segment, Peter Kwasny brought the 
idea and the required know-how in the fifties from the USA 
to Germany and experienced a trend-setting market entry 
in 1966 with the Auto-K Spray-Set, which influenced the 
future of the spray paint industry significantly. This success 
story still continues with the consistent further development 
of the technology, innovative product developments and the 
expansion of the Auto-K product range.

Today, the original Auto-K products offer the possibility for a 
fast, cost optimised and colour accurate paint repair, starting 
with the preparation products such as putty, sand paper 
and adhesive tape through original colours as spray paint or 
touch-up pencil up to many special and effect paints.

The catalogue includes additional assortments and premium 
brands by Kwasny such as the professional spray paint system 
SprayMax or the many approximate colours from the  
Multona colour world.

Auto-K. The Original.

The classic product in the spray paint can

Variety around the subject automotive paint:

ORIGINAL
Original car col-
ours in an easy to 
use Spray-Set or as 
a touch-up pencil

BASIC
High-class primers 
for the ideal prepa- 
ration before 
application of the 
topcoat

UNIVERSAL
Universally ap-
plicable car spray 
paints in the most 
commonly used 
colours

SPECIAL
Special applica-
tions for the car, 
such as exhaust, 
engine, rims, 
plastics

EFFECT
Great effects in 
chrome or neon. 
For limitless colour 
tuning

TUNING
Liquid Gum –  
The peel-off 
sprayable film  
with a grip effect
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Colours in pictures
are not colour binding 
They can deviate for 
technical print reasons.
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Painting tips

1 2 3

20 - 25 °C

Preparation
The surface to be painted should be 
thoroughly prepared before the spray 
can is used. Please pay attention to the 
respective directions for the different 
paint preparation products.

Work environment
Surfaces must be dry, dust- and fat-
free. The ideal work temperature is 
between 20 °C and 25 °C. Avoid direct 
sunlight. Only paint outside or in well 
ventilated areas.

Shake can well
For the optimal distribution of the paint 
pigments, shake the can at least  
2 minutes while it is clearly audible that 
the mixing balls hit the walls of the can.
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4 5 6
25 cm

Cleaning the valve
After use, turn the can upside down and 
spray until valve is empty to prevent 
clogging.

Spray distance
Hold the can as vertical as possible and 
ensure a distance of approx. 25 cm, i.e. 
3 handsizes. Spray on a metal test sheet 
first and check the colour result.

Spray process
Start with the spraying outside the 
painting surface and apply several thin 
layers evenly in a "cross coat". Cross 
coat describes the spraying of a hori-
zontal and a subsequent vertical layer.
Between the cross coats, wait for 2 to 
3 minutes.
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Painting preparation

Cleaning Derusting

The good basis for a successful paint repair is a good prepa-
ration. Auto-K provides the most important products for 
all work processes. Please consider our suggestions - for a 
successful repair and a perfect painting result with Auto-K. 
Use Auto-K to remove scratches, stone-chipping damages, 
dents or corrosion.

Please ensure a clean work surface and, if required, clean the 
surface between the work steps. The surface to be painted 
must be clean, dry, free of dust and grease.

Clean the damaged area thoroughly and mask the surround-
ing parts carefully. The rust eraser qualifies for smaller areas. 
Our repair products help in case of larger damages and 
corrosion.

Depending on the damage situation, please consider the 
following work steps:

 � Cleaning
 � Derusting
 � Masking
 � Filling

 � Priming
 � Sanding
 � Painting
 � Polishing
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Polishing paste

 � For the cleaning and polishing of  
severely contaminated metal  
surfaces

 � Ideal for the removal of spray mist
 � Applicable where conventional 

paint cleaners fail 

Art. No.
75 ml  745 130

Rust eraser set

 � Brass brush for perfect derusting
 � Includes also the Auto-K protection 

clear lacquer to protect against 
rust until the damaged area can be 
repaired with the original colour 
 

Art. No. 
Rust eraser set 746 003

Masking adhesive tape

 � Masking adhesive tape with 19 mm 
width is suitable for mask roundings 
such as car wings or rims

 � Masking adhesive tape in 30 mm is 
universally suitable for flat surfaces

Art. No. 
19 mm/50 m  746 037
30 mm/50 m  746 038
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Repairing
The Auto-K repair products are optimally designed to meet 
the requirements of private small damage repairs. The 
different products support the removal and the bridging of 
perforation corrosions, cracks, holes or cavities.

Painting preparation

In addition to car bodies, Auto-K repair products can also be 
used for the repair of damages at caravans, boats, containers 
and similar items.
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Glass fibre fabric

 � Easily shapeable and attachable
 � Ideal for the modelling of existing 

forms

 Art. No.
0.5 m² 745 314

Polyester repair resin

 � For the processing of glass fibre 
materials

 � For small and large damages
 � Can be used for cars, caravans, 

boats, surfboards, gutters or pipes 
 

Art. No. 
250 g 745 450
1000 g 745 452

Glass fibre mat

 � Especial dense and solid material 
with a high resistibility

 � Can also be used for large area 
damages

 � Outstanding for repairs at parts  
subject to vibrations (e.g. car  
wings)

 Art. No. 
0.5 m² 745 316

Polyester repair set

 � Consisting of polyester repair 
resin, incl. hardener, glass fibre mat 
and plastics cover to mix resin and 
hardener.

 � Universally applicable

Art. No. 
250 g 745 460
500 g 745 461
1000 g 745 462

Glass fibre fleece

 � Ideal for the coating of the outside 
of the metal sheet when repairing 
perforation corrosions, cracks, holes 
and cavities

Art. No. 
0.5 m² 745 318

Hardener

 � Important when using repair resin 
and 2K putty, please mix using the 
listed ratio. This is the only way that 
the required dry through of repair 
resin and putty is possible. 
 
 

Art. No. 
40 g 745 201
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Putty knife set

 � The right knife size (4 blades of 5 
cm to 12 cm) for each damage area

 � Flexible knife sizes made of rust-
proof metal or plastic 
 
 

Art. No. 
Metal 746 040
Plastic 746 041

Combi putty

 � Very well for smoothing small 
irregularities and to close pores in 
hardened polyester putty layers

 � Easy applicability and good sandability 

Art. No.
100 g 745 100
200 g 745 507

Fill putty

 � To equalise and fill irregularities in 
the paint coat

 � Can also be used as a filler over glass 
fibre putty

 � Suitable for metal, rock, concrete, 
plastics, ceramics and wood

Art. No. 
250 g 745 400
1000 g 745 402
2000 g (without hardener) 745 403

Filling
Smaller irregularities on the surface to be painted can be 
easily equalised with Auto-K putty products. The following 
Auto-K products make it easy even for the inexperienced 
user to use the putty materials successfully. In addition to the 
proven Auto-K quality, the products stand out for their high 
level of user friendliness.

Included in all two component putty products are one hard-
ener tube, one putty tool as well as a plastics cover, which 
can be used as a mixing cup.

Painting preparation
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Glass fibre putty

 � Highly effective mixture of polyes-
ter resin and glass fibres

 � High tear and break stability after 
hardening

 � For metal cracks and point size 
perforation corrosions

Art. No. 
250 g 745 410
500 g 745 411
1000 g 745 412

Fine putty

 � For smooth surfaces without pores 
made from plastics, metal or ceramics

 � Adheres well on roughened, dry 
surfaces

 � Can also be used as a filler over glass 
fibre putty

Art. No.
250 g 745 440
500 g 745 441
1000 g 745 442

Elastic fill putty

 � Mixed with aluminum powder
 � Ideal for metal and plastic parts 

under vibration such as car wings or 
doors

 � Can also be used for dry rock, plas-
tic, ceramics or concrete

Art. No. 
250 g 745 420
500 g 745 421
1000 g 745 422

Universal putty

 � For the smoothing of dents and 
recessions at metal, aluminium or 
plastic body parts (bumpers) or 
galvanised carbodies

 � Universally applicable 

Art. No. 
250 g 745 430
500 g 745 431
1000 g 745 432
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Dry sanding

P 40 For removal of thick rust and paint layers

P 60 For preparation of unfinished surfaces

P 80 For equalisation of strong irregularities

P 120 For sanding before priming or etching

P 180 For first sanding after priming

Wet sanding

P 240 For first wet sanding after priming

P 400 For smooth sanding of primed surfaces

P 600 For fine sanding before painting

P 1000 For final fine sanding before painting

P 1200 For final fine sanding before painting

P 2000 For final fine sanding before painting

Grits and use

Painting preparation

Sanding
With the Auto-K sanding paper rust is removed, paint 
residues are sanded down and the dried through putty mass 
is sanded smooth. Residues of sanding dust can be removed 
with a soft cloth.  

The large Auto-K sanding paper assortment offers the right 
grit for any need. The units include 5 sheets each.
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Wet sanding paper

 � For metal and plastics
 � 115 x 280 mm

 Art. No.
P 240 746 025
P 400 746 026
P 600 746 027
Sorted 746 028
(2 x P 240, 2 x P 400, 1 x P 600)

Dry sanding paper

 � For wood, metal and plastics
 � 115 x 280 mm 

 Art. No.
P 40 746 030
P 60 746 031
P 80 746 032
P 120 746 033
P 180 746 034
Sorted 746 029
(2 x P 80, 2 x P 120, 1 x P 180)

Sanding sponge

 � For sanding of areas that can only  
be accessed with difficulties

 � Can be used wet and dry
 � Can be washed and reused
 � Grit: P100 

 

 Art. No. 
Sanding sponge 746 043

Sanding block

 � The rubber sanding block eases the 
work at flat and curved surfaces

 � The arresting of the sanding paper 
prevents sliding and ripping 
 
 

 Art. No. 
Sanding block 746 036

Dry sanding paper

 � For wood, metal and plastics
 � 230 x 280 mm 

 Art. No.
P 40 746 015
P 60 746 016
P 80 746 017
P 120 746 018
P 180 746 019
Sorted 746 020
(2 x P 80, 2 x P 120, 1 x P 180)

Wet sanding paper

 � For metal and plastics
 � 230 x 280 mm 

 Art. No.
P 240 746 021
P 400 746 022
P 600 746 023
P 1000 746 011
P 1200 746 012
P 2000 746 013
Sorted 746 024
(2 x P 240, 2 x P 400, 1 x P 600)
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BASIC

The Auto-K BASIC product line 
includes reliable primers as a perfect 
base for the subsequent topcoat. The 
wide-ranging spray paint assortment 
includes Anti-corrosion primers, 
fillers, spray fillers, plastics adhesion 
promoting agents and special primers 
such as zinc rich primer and zinc-alu- 

sprays. The assortment is completed by 
a protective clear coat complementary 
to the BASIC products.

Before starting the work, please note 
our painting tips on page 4 as well as 
the application information on the 
can.

Reliable primers

A good base
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BASIC

Filler primer

The product primes and fills in one work step, 
can be used universally and can be easily sanded. 
Pores and fine sanding grooves will be equalised 
due to the high solids content and a closed, 
smooth surface will be achieved. The subsequent 
sanding with fine sanding paper provides an 
even surface, which is required for a successful 
topcoat.

grey red

9 ml 433 001
150 ml 033 001 033 002
400 ml 233 001 233 002
500 ml 633 001

Anti-Corrosion primer

Auto-K Anti-corrosion primer is a highly ac-
tive rust protection based on zinc phosphate, 
which protects metallic parts effectively. The 
chromate-free primer with corrosion protection 
pigments adheres well and enables a smooth 
painting. Ideally used as the first layer on the paint 
system The product is outstandingly qualified for 
the use on blank, sanded metal sheets, sanded alu-
minium as well as hardened and sanded paintings. 

Subsequent spot welding is possible. The corro-
sion protection remains intact.

red brown beige

9 ml 433 058
150 ml 033 058
400 ml 233 058 233 071
500 ml 633 058

Spray filler

Ideal for the filling or equalisation of irregularities 
or for the repair of scratches and scars without a 
large expenditure of time. The spray filler pro-
tects against corrosion, adheres well and provides 
a smooth substrate to guarantee an even coating. 

grey

150 ml 033 032
400 ml 233 032
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BASIC

Plastics adhesion primer

The Auto-K Plastic adhesion primer improves the 
adhesion of the subsequent paint layer on plastic 
surfaces, e.g. spoilers, plastic exterior mirrors and 
bumpers.

transparent 
silver

150 ml 033 055
400 ml 233 055

Zinc rich primer

The Auto-K Zinc rich primer is a highly effective, 
metallic rust protection primer on zinc basis. The 
high zinc content seals long-term and guarantees 
a high corrosion protection, even for temper-
atures above 400°C. The product is especially 
suitable for all car parts that must not be painted, 
e.g. exhaust systems, welding seams, galvanised 
parts and the inner side of the car body.

grey

150 ml 033 054
400 ml 233 054

Aluminium primer

The Auto-K Aluminium primer is especially quali- 
fied for all aluminium substrates and provides an 
outstanding adhesion. grey

400 ml 233 060
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BASIC

Zinc-alu-spray

The Auto-K Zinc-alu-spray is especially suited as a 
corrosion protection for parts subjected to water 
and weather, for the repair work of damaged 
zinc surfaces and for the coating of internal metal 
sheet edges during spot welding. The product 
can be used for heating systems, pipelines, steel 
structures, radiators, hand rails, crash barriers, 
etc.

Protection clear lacquer

The Auto-K Protection clear lacquer is a high-
grade, transparent special combination paint, 
which offers gloss and surface sealing. Almost 
all sheet metal, metal and plastics objects can be 
successfully protected against corrosion, stone 
chips and dirt. Available with glossy and satin 
gloss effects. 

2-coat clear lacquer

Auto-K 2-coat clear lacquer is especially comple-
mentary to the 2 layer basecoats from the Auto-K 
Spray-Set product range (see page 31).

silver grey

400 ml 233 057

gloss

9 ml 433 066
150 ml 033 066
400 ml 233 066

Rust converter spray

Rust converter and epoxy primer in one. For all 
vehicles. For hobby, trade and industrial applica-
tions. Simply spray the transparent constituent 
directly onto the rust. Remove loose rust first. The 
rust is turned into a black-grey protective coat 
that can be covered with a 1K topcoat when dry. 
Effective rust repairs for all metal plates, ferrous 
metals and steel – and all in a simple spray can.

gloss satin gloss

150 ml 033 017
400 ml 233 017 233 018
500 ml 633 017

transparent

400 ml 233 063
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UNIVERSAL

Standard and Fast moving colours

The Auto-K UNIVERSAL product line 
includes fast drying special combina-
tions paints in standard colours. This 
can beautify sheet metal, metal and 
plastics objects without a significant 
expenditure of time. Auto-K car paint 
sprays are universally applicable and 
are available in the most common 

colours of the automotive sector. They 
stand out for their good leveling prop-
erties and their high yield.

Before starting the work, please note 
our painting tips on page 4 as well as 
the application information on the 
can.

For a variety of applications
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UNIVERSAL

Auto-K Spray paint for cars 

The ideal product for a fast, cost optimised and 
colour matching paint repair with the spray 
paint can. 

Auto-K Spray paint for cars is available in the 
most common and fast moving colours, such as 
black matt or white gloss.  
The fast drying product convinces through its 
easy handling and its universal usability with re-
spect to the substrates (metal, steel metal sheet, 
plastics, etc.) as well as the application variety. 

Also qualified for non-automotive applications 
such as decorative paintings.

black
gloss

black
satin gloss

black
matt

9 ml 433 005 433 021
150 ml 033 005 033 061 033 021
400 ml 233 005 233 061 233 021
500 ml 633 005 633 021

white
gloss

white
matt

RAL 1015
light ivory

9 ml 433 004 433 040 433 033
150 ml 033 004 033 040
400 ml 233 004 233 040
500 ml 633 004

galenite grey
satin matt
MB 7129

nova grey
MB 7350

RAL 6031
nato-olive 
matt

400 ml 233 008 233 011 233 023
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SPECIAL

Clean solutions

Auto-K SPECIAL is the spray paint pro-
gram for very special applications such 
as heat resistant spray paints, products 
for the plastics, rims, aluminium, brake 
calliper areas as well as transparent 
special products in form of sprays and 
associated removers.

Before starting the work, please note 
our painting tips on page 4 as well as 
the application information on the 
can.

For the very special cases
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SPECIAL

Heat-resistant paint 300°C

The heat-resistant special paint for a temperature 
range of 80 to 300°C. This can beautify parts that 
are significantly more challenged by tempera-
tures, i.e. in the engine area, parts of the exhaust 
system or at the air cooler, etc. The paint only 
hardens by slowly heating the painted object.

Heat-resistant paint 650°C

The heat resistant special coating is qualified for 
parts that are especially challenged by tempera-
ture. Applicable in the engine area, the exhaust 
system, at two wheelers, grills, stove pipes and 
everywhere where temperatures of up to 650°C 
are experienced. The paint only hardens by slow-
ly heating above 250°C.

Exhaust spray

Auto-K exhaust spray is a heat resistant special 
paint for exhaust systems. It can be used to beau-
tify parts at the entire exhaust system for cars and 
two wheelers that are very strongly temperature 
challenged. The paint only hardens at tempera-
tures above 250°C. Heat slowly!

black red Clearcoat

150 ml 033 051
400 ml 233 051 233 047 233 048

silver black white

150 ml 033 030 033 041
400 ml 233 030 233 041 233 042

blue

400 ml 233 070

silver 
800°C

black 
650°C

400 ml 233 098 233 099
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SPECIAL

Wheel spray

The abrasion-proof blended nitro-cellulose 
lacquer with especially high coating capability is 
resistant, permanent car wash resistant and offers 
long term protection against stone chips and road 
salt. Auto-K wheel sprays are used to beautify 
rims without expenditure of time and to protect 
them against corrosion. Especially qualified to 
protect aluminium rims.

Spray for plastics

Auto-K Spray for plastics is a fast drying special 
paint for plastics parts. It can be used to beautify 
parts made from hard plastics, polyester and poly-
carbonate located at the car. Applicable to plastic 
bumpers, outside mirrors, spoilers, etc. The  
Auto-K plastic adhesion primer is the ideal primer.
Please note before use:  
It is mandatory to check all plastics for compati-
bility. Do not use on soluble plastics. Only for 
solvent resistant materials.

Brake caliper paint

For colour effects in the visible brake area. Brake 
caliper and other parts become visible with 
high-contrast through the rims. The spray is easily 
and quickly applicable and provides a special race 
sport look.

crystal silver titan silver gold

9 ml 433 037
150 ml 033 037 033 038
400 ml 233 037 233 045 233 038
500 ml 633 037 633 038

white Protective
Clearcoat

150 ml 033 053
400 ml 233 053
500 ml 633 046 633 053

white grey anthracite

400 ml 233 094 233 095 233 096

black
Renault  
205139 
pierre à fusil

Peugeot FZL 
gris foncé

400 ml 233 097 233 101 233 102

red yellow blue

400 ml 233 074 233 075 233 076

black silver

400 ml 233 077 233 078
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SPECIAL

Aluminium-Spray

The Auto-K Aluminium-Spray can be used uni-
versally, it is heat resistant up to 650°C and it is 
fast drying. The spray protects against corrosion, 
it is weather and abrasion resistant. It is ideally 
qualified for the surface refinement of metallic 
objects.

Transparent-Spray

Auto-K Transparent-Spray is a transparent special 
product for the re-colouring of front, rear and 
side lamps, wind deflectors, glass panes, metal 
and wood objects, lamps, ceramics, etc. 

Not permitted in the StVZO area!

Transparent-Remover

Auto-K Transparent-Remover is a hightech Re-
mover for the effective removal of Transparent- 
Sprays on lamps, glass, metal, ceramics, etc. 

Please note before use:  
It is mandatory to check all plastics for compatibil-
ity. Do not use on soluble plastics. Only suitable 
for solvent resistant materials. 

silver

400 ml 233 065

red blue black

150 ml 033 115 033 116 033 117
400 ml 233 115 233 117

orange chrome

150 ml 033 118 033 119

colourless

150 ml 033 120
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EFFECT

Fascinating effects 

Auto-K EFFECT, the product line for 
around the car - easily available in a 
spray paint can. Also especially suitable 
for decorative objects made from met-
al, sheet metal or plastics. The Auto-K 
EFFECT assortment includes effect 
sprays and colours in neon, chrome, 
gold, copper and brilliant metallic.

Before starting the work, please note 
our painting tips on page 4 as well as 
the application information on the 
can.

The eye-catching colour joy
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EFFECT

Neon spray paint 

Auto-K Neon spray paint is a fluorescent and 
fast drying paint. It can paint sheet metal, metal 
and plastic objects in a flashy way. The Auto-K 
Neon spray paint has a warning and signal effect 
due to its fluorescent pigments. The prerequi-
site for a good illuminating power is a surface 
uniformly primed with white matt. Re-coating 
with clearcoat achieves weather resistance and 
gloss (see page 17). 

In accordance with StVZO it is not permissible 
at visible outside vehicle parts.

Chrome-/Gold-/Copper-Effect 

Auto-K Chrome-/Gold-/Copper- Effect is a  
fast drying acrylic paint, which is characterised 
by a very good coating capability, high light and 
temperature resistance as well as highest yield.  
It gives any smooth surface a metallic, silver 
chrome type look. The Chrome-/Gold-/Copper- 
Effect is weather resistant with limits, however, 
not abrasion-proof. 

Do not coat with clear lacquer!

Primer  
white matt orange red

150 ml 033 401 033 403
400 ml 233 092 233 088

green yellow pink

150 ml 033 406 033 407 033 408
400 ml 233 089 233 090 233 091

Chrome-
effect

Gold-
effect

Copper-
effect

400 ml 233 031 233 029 233 027

Brillant metallic paint 

Auto-K Brillant-Metallic is a special fast-drying 
paint that allows rapid upgrading of objects 
made of sheet metal, metal and plastic. This 
high-quality brilliant metallic paint improves 
the appearance of painted paints lending them 
a special look. The product can be used indoors 
or outdoors. The shine and weather resistance 
can be enhanced if coated with a clearcoat (see 
page 17).

Indy red Le Mans blue Imola  
turquoise

400 ml 233 105 233 106 233 107

Silverstone 
silver

Catalunya 
violet

400 ml 233 110 233 111
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NEW
!

Liquid Gum sprayable film

The Auto-K assortment represents inno-
vation and quality with respect to tuning 
and design. This fits our new Liquid 
Gum product ideally. Liquid Gum sets 
com pletely new standards in the area 
of flexible tuning. Liquid Gum provides 
protection for paint and rim. In addition 
also for many other application areas.

Liquid Gum in use:
 � Protection, decoration and design
 � Ideal for wheel rims and car bodies
 � Proof against stone chip damages  

and adhesion
 � For house, handcraft and hobby
 � For indoor and outdoor use
 � Highly tear resistant when peeling off
 � Recoatable with topcoats

The peel-off sprayable film  
with a grip effect*

* Grip effect: Non-slip function

TUNING
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Ideal for cars, commercial 
vehicles or two-wheelers

Whether in colour or as colourless trans-
parent surface protec tion out of the spray 
can, Auto-K Liquid Gum is equally good 
when visible or invisible.

Protect sensitive painted or plastic parts 
against dirt, mechanical loads, damage, 
or weathering. Great colours, strong 
adhesion, reliable protection.

Great colours, strong adhesion proper-
ties – and the great thing is that the relia-
ble protective film can be removed again 
easily and completely at any time without 
causing scratches.

Washing your car? 
No problem. Liquid Gum 

withstands and can still 
be peeled off at any time.

TUNING
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Application video

Versatile, also for home and  
garden applications

The Liquid Gum’s colour and protective film is also ideal for 
refreshing or repairing everyday objects, lending them a 
completely new look.

And as soon as your colour scheme changes, the film can 
simply be peeled off allowing you to redesign the object. 
Liquid Gum allows you the freedom to put your design ideas 
into practice, be it to match the season or for a specific event.

Absolute freedom in terms of colour designs

Liquid Gum allows you to change the colour design as often 
as you want. Trendy and eye-catching colours and neon 
tones are available, as are neutral black or white.

Applying topcoats

The user profits from design and colour freedom thanks to 
the fact that conventional 1K/2K top coats and Auto-K and 
belton spray paints can be applied on top. This also improves 
the weather resistance and protects the paint.

Our Auto-K Liquid Gum appli-
cation video with valuable 
suggestions, tips and tricks helps 
you to ensure that 
the application is 
successful. For fur-
ther infor mation visit

TUNING
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black white colourless

400 ml 233 250 233 251 233 256

brilliant blue neon pink neon green

400 ml 233 252 233 253 233 254

neon orange

400 ml 233 255

Please note!

The surface always needs to be white or primed with white first 
before applying neon colours (green, orange, pink) and brillant 
blue. This ensures that the colours develop their brightness!

We recommend applying 2 coats of Auto-K Liquid Gum white 
(Art. No.: 233 251). Then apply the colour shade of your 
choice.

The number of spray coats has an impact on the colour inten-
sity; The more spray coats there are, the more intensive the 
colour result. Minimum 5 spray passes are required to achieve 
full hiding as well as the full tearing strength required for the 
peel-off procedure.

The neon colours (green, orange and pink) may change,  
if exposed to direct sunlight.

The spray film can be removed and painted over after a  
drying period of about 2 hours.

Applying top coats: Liquid Gum spray film can be painted 
over with max. 3 layers of all conventional 1K/2K top coats, 
Auto-K and belton spray paints. Additional top coat layers 
make it more difficult to peel off the film.

Liquid Gum 

The Liquid Gum Spray helps you to cre-
ate a high-quality coating for protection, 
decorative or design purposes on your 
car or a wide range of other objects: 
and the clever thing is, the spray creates 
a paint-like protective film that can 
be peeled off easily at any time. New 
exciting design possibilities whenever 
you want.

Guaranteed Auto-K quality
 � Simple application
 � Outstanding adhesion
 � Abrasion and stone chip resistant
 � Non-slip surface (grip)
 � For indoor and outdoor use
 � Highly tear resistant when peeling off
 � Recoatable with topcoats

TUNING
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Auto-K original colours 

The classic product for the paint repair

ORIGINAL colours for your vehicle! 
Auto-K Spray-Sets as well as Auto-K 
touch-up pencils represent a simple, 
fast and cost effective car paint repair in 
the respective original factory colours 
(e.g. LY3D VW tornado red). 
Auto-K ORIGINAL paints provide 
weather and light resistance and have a 
high colour accuracy. The paint results 
are comparable with refinishing done 
by using a paint gun.

Before starting the work, please note 
our painting tips on page 4 as well as 
the application information on the 
can.

If you cannot find the requested 
colour in the Auto-K assortment, 
then there is certainly an optimal 
alternative in one of the other brands 
of Kwasny. 

The original colour code for your car 
can be found on the colour code label. 
Depending on the manufacturer and 
the car model, it can be found at differ-
ent parts of the carbody.

Detailed information on this subject 
can be found in our Colour program 
automotive (Art. No.: 990 710) on 
pages 3 and 4.
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Auto-K Spray-Set

Auto-K touch-up pencils

The fast helper: Simply "speckle"

The paint shop in a can format

Auto-K touch-up pencils are ideal for 
the simple and fast repair of smallest 
paint damages, for example caused 
by stone chips and splits. The Auto-K 
touch-up pencil contains 9 ml of car 
paint in the original colour. The Auto-K 

touch-up pencil is available as a 1-coat 
or 2-coat paint. The 2-coat paint is 
offered together with the required 
clearcoat. The clearcoat for the 2-coat 
paints provides gloss and weather 
resistance. 

The success story of Peter Kwasny 
GmbH started with the Auto-K Spray- 
Set. Today, almost unchanged, the set 
with the practical closing cap includes 
150 ml automotive paint in the original 
colour to spray or to speckle with the 
attached brush. Ideal for small or medi-
um damages. 

Please note: Some Auto-K Spray-Set 
colours must be re-coated with Auto-K 
Basic 2-coat clear lacquer (see page 
17). The clearcoat for the 2-coat paints 
provides gloss and weather resistance. 

Original manufacturer's 
colours are available.

approx.650

Original manufacturer's 
colours are available.

approx.300



Auto- Farbtonprogramm

Catalogue Teintes Automobile/Industrie/Bricolage
Colour program automotive
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This is where you find the right colour

Colour program automotive

The new Auto colour tone program (Art. No.: 990 710) 
now also includes the colours you require as spray paints or 
touch-up sticks, either in original colours or approximate col-
ours. The information is arranged clearly according to vehicle 
make (e.g. Volkswagen/Audi etc.), colour code (e.g. LY3D) 
and colour name (e.g. Tornadorot). Also sorted according 
to original automobile colours are the Auto-K Spray-Set, 
Auto-K touch-up sticks, SprayMax for commercial users and 
approximate colours in the Multona program. In addition, 
there is a precise description of how and where to find the 
colour code on the vehicle.

This enables you to find the colour tone you require easily, 
quickly and precisely.
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Digital searching made easy

Colour finder for all  
Kwasny product lines

To find the right colour, we recommend our colour finder 
tool, which we make available to you online or as a web 
app for mobile applications. This is where you find the right 
product recommendation fast and uncomplicated for your 
brand and your required colour.

Our Online colour search helps you 
for the selection of the suitable product.
www.kwasny.de/farbtonfinder
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Technical aerosols
The SprayTec assortment of technical aerosols provides 
everything for maintenance, protection, value conservation, 
cleaning and electronic start support areas. Ideal for cars, 
motor bikes as well as the industry, leisure, etc. areas.

Article Characteristics Application areas Unit Art. No.

Silicone Spray Sliding, separating and 
care product; protects and 
lubricates

Universally applicable on rubber, plastics, leather, 
vinyl, wood, glass and metal 

400 ml 235 001

Brake Cleaner 
Spray

Highly efficient special 
cleaner for all braking and 
coupling elements

Ideal for cleaning pipes, discs and cylinders of 
brakes as well as couplings and gearboxes

500 ml 235 021

Jumper Spray For all gasoline and diesel 
engines; aids engine starting

Excellent for construction machines, tractors, 
petrol lawn mowers, motor saws, power sets, 
boat engines etc.

400 ml 235 010

White Grease 
Spray

High-class grease for long-
term lubrication, protection 
against abrasion and corrosion

Cars: sliding roof, tow coupling, joints, camshafts, 
bearings etc. Others: locks, hinges, chains, cog-
wheels, slide rails, caravans, boats, sunshades etc.

400 ml 235 011

Contact Cleaner 
Spray

Special cleaner for any elec-
tronic contact

Ideal for all electric contacts, relays, switchboards, 
alarm equipments, on-board computers, stereo 
equipment etc.

400 ml 235 002

Vaseline Spray High-class lubrication and 
corrosion protection

Lubrication and protection of window and door 
fittings, garden tools, wood and plastic parts, 
antennas and metal parts

400 ml 235 012

PTFE Spray Heavy-duty lubricant for 
extreme temperatures

Industrial applications like drive mechanisms, 
machines, engines, chain saws, bearings, drawers, 
instruments. Also for cars, bicycles, leasure time. 

400 ml 235 030

Copper Spray High-performance lubricant 
for all sliding parts which 
are exposed to high tempe- 
ratures. Prevents squeaking 
of brakes.

Suitable for disc brakes, reverses of brake pads, 
springs, brake bolts, threads of spark plugs, 
screws of exhaust systems etc.

400 ml 235 040

Electro Protect 
Spray

Protection against grease, 
dirt, corrosion; protects and 
maintains electric contacts

Protects all electric contacts, circuits, connectors, 
switches

400 ml 235 003

Spray-on Glue Universally applicable;
quick and reliable

Rubber foam, plastics, leather, textiles, metals, 
paint-coated metals, wood, fiberglass, felt, card-
board, polyester, ceramics etc.

400 ml 235 050

Super Foam 
Cleaner Spray

All-round cleaner, indoors 
and outdoors, highly effi-
cient

Glass, paint-coated surfaces, upholstery, chrome, 
china, can be used on any rubber and plastic 
material

500 ml 235 020

Rust Solvent 
Spray

Dissolves dirt and rust, loos-
ens rusted parts

Screws, nuts, hinges etc. 
Cars, motorbikes, for trade and hobby

400 ml 235 013
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Underbody protection
The product range includes underbody protection products, 
stone chip protection as well as cavity sealings. Available as 
a 500 ml spray for immediate processing, as a 1000 ml gun 
can for processing with the suction air/airless gun as well as 
brush paint in a brush can.

Article Characteristics Application areas Unit Art. No.

Underbody Protec-
tion Bitumen, black

Corrosion protection  
anti-drone effect

For underbody and wheelhouse 
protection of cars, trucks, cara-
vans, boats etc.

500 ml aerosol
1000 ml can for guns

235 500
235 550

Underbody Pro-
tection Wax, light 
brown

Provides a strong, weather- 
resistant protection against 
rust, salt, water, ice, snow

For underbody and wheelhouse 
protection of cars, trucks, cara-
vans, boats etc.

500 ml aerosol
1000 ml can for guns

235 501
235 551

Stonechip and Un-
derbody Protection, 
black

Stonechip and corrosion 
protection, coatable with any 
paint system

For cars, spoilers, wings, sills etc. 500 ml aerosol
1000 ml can for guns

235 502
235 552

Stonechip and Un-
derbody Protection, 
grey

Stonechip and corrosion 
protection, coatable with any 
paint system

For cars, spoilers, wings, sills etc. 500 ml aerosol
1000 ml can for guns

235 503
235 553

Cavity Sealing For any cavity on vehicles, 
corrosion protection

Any cavity: spoilers, wings, sills 
etc.

500 ml aerosol
1000 ml can for guns

235 504
235 554

Underbody Protec-
tion Bitumen Brush-
on paint, black

Corrosion protection  
anti-drone effect 

For underbody and wheelhouse 
protection of cars, trucks, cara-
vans, boats etc.

1.3 kg can for brush 
coating
2.5 kg can for brush 
coating

235 600

235 601
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The price entry-level brand  
for construction supply and 
do-it-yourself stores
Racing is the price entry-level brand for construction supply 
and do-it-yourself stores and it includes especially high volume 
brands in a compact assortment. Ideal as a second alternative 
brand for the car department.

Colour Unit Art. No.

Universal primer, grey 400 ml
500 ml

288 001
288 901

Anti-Corrosion Primer 400 ml 288 058

Zinc-Alu-Spray 400 ml 288 057

2-Coat Clear Lacquer 400 ml
500 ml

288 017
288 917

Heat-resistant paint 650°C silver 400 ml 288 030

Heat-resistant paint 650°C black 400 ml 288 041

Wheel spray silver 400 ml
500 ml

288 037
288 937

Wheel spray gold 400 ml 288 038

Wheel spray white 400 ml 288 046

Wheel spray Clear Lacquer 400 ml 288 053

White gloss 400 ml
500 ml

288 004
288 904

Black gloss 400 ml
500 ml

288 005
288 905

Black satin gloss 400 ml
500 ml

288 061
288 961

Black matt 400 ml
500 ml

288 021
288 921

Red metallic 400 ml 288 110

Green metallic 400 ml 288 111

Blue metallic 400 ml 288 112

Purple metallic 400 ml 288 113

Chrome-Effect 400 ml 288 023

RAL 1015 light ivory hgl. 400 ml 288 124

RAL 1017 saffron yellow hgl. 400 ml 288 125

RAL 1021 rapeseed yellow hgl. 400 ml 288 114

RAL 1028 melon yellow hgl. 400 ml 288 126

Colour Unit Art. No.

RAL 2002 blood orange hgl. 400 ml 288 115

RAL 2004 pure orange hgl. 400 ml 288 127

RAL 3000 fire red hgl. 400 ml 288 116

RAL 3002 crimson hgl. 400 ml 288 128

RAL 3003 ruby red hgl. 400 ml 288 129

RAL 3005 wine red hgl. 400 ml 288 130

RAL 3020 traffic red hgl. 400 ml 288 131

RAL 4005 blue purple hgl. 400 ml 288 132

RAL 5002 ultramarine blue hgl. 400 ml 288 133

RAL 5010 gentian blue hgl. 400 ml 288 118

RAL 5012 light blue hgl. 400 ml 288 117

RAL 5013 cobalt blue hgl. 400 ml 288 134

RAL 5014 powder blue hgl. 400 ml 288 135

RAL 5015 azure hgl. 400 ml 288 136

RAL 5018 turquoise blue hgl. 400 ml 288 137

RAL 5021 water blue hgl. 400 ml 288 138

RAL 6002 leaf green hgl. 400 ml 288 119

RAL 6005 moss green hgl. 400 ml 288 139

RAL 6011 reseda green hgl. 400 ml 288 120

RAL 6018 yellow green hgl. 400 ml 288 140

RAL 6019 white green hgl. 400 ml 288 141

RAL 7001 silver grey hgl. 400 ml 288 142

RAL 7035 light grey hgl. 400 ml 288 143

RAL 8017 chocolate brown hgl. 400 ml 288 121

RAL 9005 deep black hgl. 400 ml 288 144

RAL 9005 deep black matt 400 ml 288 145

RAL 9010 pure white hgl. 400 ml 288 146

RAL 9010 pure white matt 400 ml 288 122

Clear Lacquer matt 400 ml 288 123
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The price introduction brand 
for the car parts specialised 
shop
Spraila is the price introduction brand for the specialised car 
shop. The compact, fast turning Spraila assortment permits 
simple repairs at a low price. Spraila is available in an action 
display and is also qualified as a decoration paint for a variety 
of applications. Colour Unit Art. No.

Universal primer filler, grey 400 ml
500 ml

300 001
300 901

Universal primer filler, red 400 ml 300 002

Anti-Corrosions-Primer 400 ml 300 058

2-Coat Clear Lacquer 400 ml
500 ml

300 017
300 917

white gloss 400 ml
500 ml

300 004
300 904

black gloss 400 ml
500 ml

300 005
300 905

black semigloss 400 ml 300 061

black mat 400 ml
500 ml

300 021
300 921

Heat resistant 650°C silver 400 ml 300 030

Heat resistant 650°C black 400 ml 300 041

Wheel spray silver 400 ml
500 ml

300 037
300 937

Wheel spray gold 400 ml 300 038

Wheel spray clearcoat 400 ml 300 053

flame red RAL 3000 hgl. 400 ml 300 006
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Practical accessories

Art. No.: 746 200 bulk
Art. No.: 746 202 blistered 

Spray can handle for the simple and 
familiar handling during painting with 
Auto-K or other spray paint products.

Art. No.: 746 203 

Nozzle Set with a variety of
nozzles for flexible use
for Auto-K spray paint cans or 
other Kwasny spray paints.

Benefits: 
 � 4 different nozzles for small, medi-

um and large surfaces 
 � For an increased paint safety
 � The spray jet is adapted to the 

respective painting object or the 
painting requirements

 � The nozzles can be re-used several 
times

 � Contains a total of 6 nozzles

Benefits: 
 � Easy handling that makes  

work simpler
 � Increased painting safety
 � No influencing or disturbing  

of the spray jet
 � Handling is the same as  

with a paint gun

Kwasny spray hand grip

Kwasny Nozzle set

Spray width comparison

Small surfaces

Medium surfaces

Large surfaces



Lackspray 
und Zubehör
für Reparatur und Tuning

DAS ORIGINAL

D A S  O R I G I N A L

Lackkratzer  

& Steinschlag

für Reparatur & Tuning 

Tipps vom Profi

D A S  O R I G I N A L

Durchrostung 
& Dellen

für Reparatur & Tuning 

Tipps vom Profi

D A S  O R I G I N A L

Decklackierung & 
Originalfarbton

für Reparatur & Tuning 

Tipps vom Profi
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Marketing support

We support our retailers and customers with product and ap-
plication tips and offer POS concepts exactly adapted to your 
needs. This includes marketable mounting suggestions, fast 
mover shelves, for an attractive POS equipment with shelf 

POS support

Fast mover shelves, top labels, 
shelf bezels, special displays, 
second placement ideas and 
much more.

Application brochures

Well advised, improved sales, Beneficial tips 
for successful spray painting.

Internet

The website for the classic Auto-K 
brand. Offers important information as 
well as tips and tricks for the successful 
spray painting. With colour finder. 
www.auto-k.de

bezels, top labels, wobblers or interactive tools. In addition, 
we offer frequent user and retailer trainings at our technical 
centre in Gundelsheim.
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Paint systems for professional 
paint repairs

SprayMax is an aerosol coating system filled with original 
paints for the professional small repair. The unique  
SprayMax aerosol technology achieves paint results that 
were so far only possible when using a paint gun. Flexi-
ble, precise, cost effective

www.spraymax.com

Get to know more Kwasny brands. We recommend our 
SprayMax System, which is also suitable for the repair of 
larger damages at the car, for experienced users with profes-
sional paint repair know-how. However, an approximation 
colour from the Multona spectrum may be well suited for 

More brands – more options

older cars or commercial vehicles as well as construction, 
garden and agricultural machines. And for the entire family 
and many applications in house and garden, we are pleased 
to refer to the belton paint sprays for the creative, repair and 
decorational use.
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Car spray paint close to the original  
colour

An approximation colour is not an original colour but it is 
equivalent to a certain car factory colour within narrowly 
defined tolerances. The Multona colour system includes 
a finely tuned, logically designed colour spectrum and is 
suitable for the easy, fast and cost effective paint repair.

For decorative and creative spray painting 

belton establishes quality standards 
for technologically sophisticated 
spray painting for the house, 
hobby and decoration segment. 
All requirements are fulfilled with 
maximum user friendliness, best 
painting results and innovative 
products.

The belton product family includes:
 � Primers and cleaning sprays
 � Paints for special applications
 � RAL spray paints
 � Acrylic water-based 

paints
 � Colour paints in synthetic  

resin quality
 � as well as flip-flop effect paints

www.belton.de

 � Wide colour spectrum with current colour trends  
in the car industry

 � Ideal for truck and commercial vehicles as well  
as construction and agricultural machines

 � Available in a variety of RAL colours and  
special Kwasny colours

 � Ideal from small to medium paint repairs
 � Also suitable for the creative and decoration area

All Multona paint sprays are 1-coat paints, which means 
that an overcoat with clear lacquer is not required. How-
ever, we recommend the use of Multona 2-coat clear 
lacquer to improve the gloss and weather resistance. 
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In-house spray paints

Head office of 
Peter Kwasny GmbH 

in Gundelsheim 

"Made in Germany" 

From a revolutionary idea to a leading manufacturer of spray paint cans in Europe. 
KWASNY is the company that stands behind the successful brands in the spray 
paint area.

This is not without reason as we wrote pioneering history for the European market 
of paint spray cans. And we still do. Every day if it is required to create innovative 
products and solutions for our customers all over the world, for the automotive, 
industry, decoration and do-it-yourself areas.

With almost 400 employees internationally, the Peter Kwasny Company group 
follows consistently and successfully the path of quality and technology leadership 
in the area of professional spray paint systems.

Welcome at Peter Kwasny GmbH!
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Experience spray paints live: The newly con-
structed Kwasny technical centre is an idea centre 
for spray paints with specifically equipped paint, 
presentation and seminar space.

Our customer promise

We satisfy the standards of our customers through an outstanding process and 
know-how management, starting with research & development through produc-
tion with exceptional manufacturing depth up to sophisticated logistic solutions.

The entire process chain, including the production of components such as paint 
and plastic parts is internally controlled and therefore our high, certified quality 
standards are always guaranteed.

In addition, our holistically connected way of thinking and working permits us to 
react flexibly to different customer requirements.

The brand for the easy 
and fast car paint repair

The brand for decorative and 
creative spray painting

The painting system for 
professional paint repairs

Our brands are present in many industrial branches

Spray paints for around the house 
and for decoration

Paint sprays for the car and the industry
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Auto-K is a brand of  
Peter Kwasny GmbH

Heilbronner Str. 96
D-74831 Gundelsheim

Phone + 49 (0) 62 69 / 95-0
Fax + 49 (0) 62 69 / 95 80

info@kwasny.de
www.kwasny.com Pr
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